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“Like a taLL tree that sheds 
its Leaves upon a cLoud, 
the peopLe at Boen are proud 
to Bring you high-perfor-
mance quaLity with an aura 
of authentic craftsmanship 
exceLLence.

weLcome to the naturaL 
worLd of Boen.”
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BOEN BRUK, NORWAY

The story of BOEN is a story of nature. With deep roots

stretching back to as early as 1641, our proud hardwood

heritage is founded on two operating sawmills by the

crystal clear waterfall near BOEN Bruk, Kristiansand,

in the southern tip of Norway.

Since the middle of the 17th century, the people of BOEN 

have constantly brought forward our rich history of inno-

vation and authentic craftsmanship.

One basic principle, however, has over time remained at

the very heart of BOEN’s culture and history: respect for

nature and her refined resources.

We welcome you to the exclusive collection and trusted

brand of BOEN. Let us help you to create a lifelong sense of 

durable luxury and elegance at your feet.

The factory in Norway manufactures and serves the Scandi-

navian markets as well as key markets in America and the UK.

the history of boen 6



BOEN GERMANY

Being a worldwide brand, the important role and geogra-

phical focus of BOEN Parkett Deutschland is to serve central 

Europe along with important key markets in Asia and Africa.

BOEN LITHUANIA

Strategically situated within reach of high-quality raw 

materials, BOEN Lithuania manufactures and serves the 

Baltics, Eastern Europe and Central Asia.

BOEN USA

BOEN was one of the first imported brands of quality 

hardwood floors in the United States and Canada. Today, 

BOEN enjoys the reputation of a respected European 

manufacturer.

BOEN UK

BOEN UK distributes the BOEN brand of premium hard-

wood quality selections in Ireland and the UK.
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our values 8



Boen represents a long and proud tradition of craftsmanship in which 
respect for nature’s resources are deeply embedded in the hearts and 
minds of our staff. Based on this, we have defined some values that 
convey the attitudes that we want to be associated with:

All areas of expertise at BOEN must function separately and as a 
whole in order for us to be successful. Purchasing, production, ad-
ministration and sales staff are all ambassadors and through good 
internal routines and honest communication aimed towards the 
market, we seek to be a trustworthy enterprise.

reliability

Wood is a natural renewable resource that we must live off for 
many years to come. To show our respect for nature, we will stretch 
far to contribute to the sustainable treatment of the forest that we 
refine. Respect as a value shall also be mirrored in our relationship 
with customers, suppliers and with one another.

respect

The staff at BOEN are our most important resource and the 
amount of experience and competence that we have going into 
the development and production of wood floors is unique. Through 
the continuous development of new products and improved work 
methods, we want BOEN to be seen as a professional and future 
oriented entity from A to Z.

professional
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nature and the environment
respect for nature is not only about sensitive methods
of production. it is as much a matter of the attitude that
we take the environment seriously.
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BOEN flooring is a product of natural materials. Respect for 

nature and for the requirement of environmental sustaina-

bility is reflected in our processing and management of 

raw materials. BOEN constantly seeks methods for proces-

sing the raw materials in the most gentle and sustainable 

manner possible.

 

The raw materials processed at BOEN come from sustain-

able forests. Above that, the BOEN factories have imple-

mented a chain of custody system in accordance with 

the FSC™ standards. The Forest Stewardship Council is a 

well known forest certification scheme.

BOEN FSC license numbers are: BOEN Norway FSC™ C051117, 

BOEN Germany FSC™ C101713, BOEN Lithuania FSC™ C021510, 

BOEN UK FSC™ C047288, BOEN US FSC™ C095158. 

FSC – The mark of responsible forestry, www.fsc.org.

 

BOEN’s production methods are noted for their quality and 

excellent use of resources. The timber is quickly transported 

to the saw mill and cut, so that the drying process can start 

as soon as possible, thereby avoiding discoloration. The 

wood is dried under monitored conditions. This allows us to 

guarantee the highest degree of stability for our floors.

 

Multi-layer hardwood flooring provides considerable 

savings in resources compared to solid hardwood flooring. 

The use of hardwood is limited to the wear layer. Three-

fifths of our parquet is based on spruce and pine woods. 

Sawn and planed chips are bi-products that occur naturally 

and are used in the factory’s heating systems for the drying 

kilns, hot water supply and fuel pellets.

  

The German Blue Angel label has been awarded to BOEN 

confirming that our manufacturing methods produce 

minimal amounts of waste gas and consequently contri-

bute to a good interior climate.
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every room has a dream.
nordic bright tree 
coziness warmth landscape 
living pure natural
comfort authentic easy 
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nordic light
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Inspired by the vibrant Nordic light, 

we invite you to set the scene with a 

natural, authentic beauty at your feet. 

BOEN Nordic Light is a premium series 

of hardwood floors that reflects the 

exclusive image and heritage of 

Scandinavian design. This is the perfect 

choice when you wish to create an

informal, pure and bright atmosphere 

for easy living.

The BOEN Nordic Light Collection:  

| Ash

| Ash white

| Ash Polar

| Maple Canadian

| Maple Canadian white

| Birch

| Beech white

| Hickory

| Oak white

nordic light 14



Oak Andante, plank, white
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“Let in the Light 
and awaken your senses 
to the meLody 
of your mind.”

Ash Baltic, longstrip, white

Birch, longstrip

Oak Andante, plank, white
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Ash Polar, longstrip
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“open the windows 
and give your Life 

a gentLe Breeze of summer.
the nordic Light and 

the BeautifuL nordic nature 
are never-ending sources 

of inspiration.”

Ash Andante, plank

Oak Concerto, longstrip, white
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Oak Andante, plank, white
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“Light wood fLoors appear Less formaL 
and typicaLLy scandinavian. 
the use of textiLes such as wooL and cotton 
accentuates the scandinavian styLe.”

Ash Polar, longstrip
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Ash Polar, plank
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The idea of design as a means of improving everyday life 

has long been a natural ambition at BOEN. Interaction in 

interior design is exciting. The Scandinavian style combines 

the neutral colour of the Nordic landscape with a casual 

aged appearance. The long winters and lack of natural light 

in the north has created a need for sleek and airy interiors 

that make the most of the available sunlight. The neutral, 

light colour palette of the Nordic Light Parquet series is 

essentially timeless and adds a sense of air and modern 

elegance to any home or office.

Oak Andante, plank Castle, white, with bevel
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nordic Light
impressions

For more information about BOEN Nordic Light products
please see www.boen.com and download our brochures.

Hickory, longstrip

Maple Can., longstrip, white

Light wood floors harmonize with 

strong, fresh colours – and the pale 

tones of blue and white. Light wood 

floors combined with fabrics of 

cotton and linen, or materials in glass 

and stone, provide a modern and 

exclusive urban style.
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every room has a dream.
natural gold warm light 
comfort shining sun pure nature
home friends and family feel good
continental style vivid living 

 24



natural feeling
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natural feeling

A beautiful floor complements and 

enhances a room. BOEN Natural Feeling 

brings a light, warm, continental style 

to your home. This is a solid hardwood 

with all the natural splendour of golden 

wood colours revealed in a striking 

display of rich hues.

The BOEN Natural Feeling Collection:  

| Beech

| Oak

| Oak Toscana

| Red Oak

| Doussie

| Cherry 
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Oak Animoso, plank
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The beauty of a hardwood floor lies in the fact that as 

fashions change the effortless spatial effect of its simple, 

clean lines will continue to remain in style. Its neutral colour 

allows a variety of applied stains and styles to complement 

your home. Cherry, oak and stained oak represent the 

golden floors in the Natural Feeling product range. Golden 

floors give a warm glow and a continental style, and fit 

perfectly with natural colours, stone, steel, linen and leather. 

As oak hardwood floors age, the wood will continue to 

provide warmth, a lasting character and a comfortable 

natural feeling to your home.

Doussie, plank, with bevel

Oak Toscana, longstrip
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Cherry, Prestige
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Oak Animoso, plank Castle, with bevel
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“wake up to the warm and 
inviting morning Light,  
and step into a new day 

where every hope 
compassionateLy Lives.”
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“dependaBLe and 
Long-Lasting, 

a BeautifuL 
hardwood fLoor 

Becomes a memBer 
of the famiLy.”

Oak Andante, plank, with bevel
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Oak Andante, longstrip
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Oak Andante, plank Castle 

“give your home 
a makeover with Boen. 
affordaBLe Luxury 
for active LifestyLes.”

 34



naturaL feeLing
impressions

Red Oak, longstrip

Oak Select, Prestige, herringbone

Beech Andante, longstrip

Fill your home with natural colours. 

Golden wood floors go with classical 

furniture and natural colours. Stone, 

steel or wrought iron bring a warm and 

elegant look to your room. Don‘t be 

afraid to use contrast. Experiment with 

linen and leather in curtains and 

furnishings.
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every room has a dream.
elegant dark shades modern  
clearness moments of silence
warm colours exotic elements
intense earth feelings 
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beautiful shades
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beautiful shades

A hardwood floor functions as a major 

feature of design and colour on its own. 

With BOEN Beautiful Shades you bring 

a dark elegance to your interior that 

evokes the exotic and passionate.

The BOEN Beautiful Shades Collection:  

| Iroko/ Kambala

| Jatoba

| Merbau

| Oak Arizona

| Oak Cordoba

| Oak Marron

| Oak smoked

| Oak Noir

| Oak Provence

| Oak Stone

| Walnut American
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Oak Stone, plank, Stonewashed Collection
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“there is a speciaL charm and
 an exotic touch with dark

woods – pure Luxury for those 
who appreciate the excLusive.”
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Walnut American Animoso, plank Walnut American, Prestige

Iroko/ Kambala, plank 

Oak Cordoba, plank 
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Oak smoked, plank Castle, with bevel
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Oak Provence, plank

Oak Arizona, longstrip

“after a Long day, 
coming home to
your roots to rest 
under the shade
of a tree. earth.”

Oak smoked, Fineline
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Oak Marron, longstrip

 44



Oak smoked, Prestige

BeautifuL shades
impressions

The special charm and the extraordi-

nary ambience of dark woods can be 

accentuated with exclusive furniture. 

In combination with Asian or African 

accessories and furniture you can bring 

the “Far World” into your home. If you 

want to inspire, use a light, golden 

colour on your walls, preferably with 

structured wallpaper. Or you can be 

even more creative. The shade of your 

floor can also be inspired by a coloured 

fabric, a piece of art, or a striking 

countertop.

Oak Provence, longstrip

Jatoba, plank
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every room has a dream.
realise dreams living  
comfort exclusive 
beauty my way serene 
exciting details

 46



my dreams
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my dreams

For those who seek something out of 

the ordinary, the BOEN My Dreams 

Collection is an exclusive range of floors 

with colours and structures that give 

something extra to make interiors 

come to life. So be inspired. Let your 

thoughts flow. Life is in the detail.

The BOEN My Dreams Collection:  

| Stonewashed Collection

| Prestige

| Chalet

| Chaletino

| Solid floors
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Oak Traditional white, Chaletino
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Oak Alamo, plank, Stonewashed Collection
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“forever is the secret 
Life of nature – BeautifuL, 
quiet and serene.”

Oak Stonewashed Old grey, plank, with aluminium seams

Oak brushed, plank, with bevel
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Oak Traditional, Chaletino

“Laying a Boen 
hardwood fLoor is 
refreshingLy easy.”
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Oak Lava, plank, Stonewashed Collection
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Oak Old grey, plank Castle, Stonewashed Collection

Oak Coral, plank, Stonewashed Collection 

Oak Sand, plank, Stonewashed Collection
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Oak Lava, plank, Stonewashed Collection

Oak Antique, Chaletino
Stool: Wood Casting by Hilla Shamia
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“the strong presence 
of Beauty that is naturaL, 

warm and inviting.”



my dreams 2-layer collection 
(patterned floors)

Patterned hardwood floors have a long and exclusive, aristo-  

cratic tradition, often used in imposing castles and stately 

homes. BOEN offers a range of unique patterned floors that 

spark the imagination. Set the royal stage in your own home 

by combining numerous varieties of strip lengths and laying 

patterns in partnership with classical period furniture.

Individual design options

The one-strip unique product, BOEN Prestige, offers endless 

design options. It is typically seen in private living areas, 

public buildings, business premises and offices.

Technically perfect

Prestige, Traffic and Maxi have a bottom layer of five-layer 

birch wood, while Noble has an HDF sub-construction 

which is precisely and firmly glued to a top layer of high-

quality wood.  All one-strip products – Prestige, Traffic, Maxi 

and Noble – are designed to be glued to the sub-floor.

Quality guaranteed

Our two-layer parquet floors for

living areas come with a 20-year

guarantee in accordance with the

terms of our warranty.
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Oak smoked, Prestige
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Classical corner or herringbone pattern?

A BOEN one-strip Prestige parquet floor may be laid in 

a regular pattern or randomly – for instance, as a classi-

cal corner-marked pattern or a herringbone pattern in 

a single, double or triple design, diagonally or parallel 

to the wall.  An additional margin will automatically 

result from the combination of types of wood in any 

possible pattern.

Traffic

Traffic is a durable variety in the BOEN Prestige range, and 

is ideal for high-use areas. Traffic comes with an additional 

5.5 mm top layer for extra strength and durability.

PresTige

The diversity in strip lengths, types of wood and pat-

terns makes the Prestige, one-strip parquet flooring 

individual and successful.

Maxi

The Maxi strip is wider and longer than the typical 

one-strip products. It is an ideal format for large

living areas, shops, restaurants and galleries. 

noble

The two-layer product with large plank dimensions is 

ideally suited for rooms where a low installation height 

is required.

Walnut Americ., Prestige, herringbone
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Longstrip Longstrip brickbond Diagonal B-strip, brickbond Basket wave Patterned fixed strips

Herringbone Herringbone with 
design squares

Braided pattern with 
design squares

Brickbond with 
design squares

ShipStyle Basket wave with 
design squares

Doussie, Prestige
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Step into this high-life world of refined elegance. BOEN 

Chalet is a stylish wide plank made of carefully selected 

specimens of solid oak. All of the raw materials are between 

150 and 200 years old and mainly originate from the deep 

forests of the Baltic countries and former East Prussia.

BOEN Chalet oak plank is wider and longer than most 

similar products on the international market. We have 

selected the best timber in combination with our precision 

engineering to bring you this one-of-a-kind natural beauty.

my dreams chalet

Oak Traditional, Chalet 
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Oak Coral, Chalet
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BOEN Chalet is a durable three-layer construction with

a wear layer of approximately 4.5 mm. All floors are

available in widths from 200 mm to 395 mm. The lengths

of boards vary from 2 to 4 metres. BOEN Chalet is available 

in eight different surface treatments from traditional, 

natural oak colour to stained and brushed finishes.

We would be happy to help you with flooring design

ideas for each room by providing drawings. In offering this 

service, we would seek the optimal combination of different 

widths and lengths of boards. Only when you and your 

customer are satisfied with the suggested designs will 

we start manufacturing the premium oak boards.

For more information about BOEN Chalet please see
www.boen.com and download our brochure.

Oak Stonewashed Old grey, Chalet 
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“the thriLL 
of having made 
the right choice.”

Oak Antique, Chalet

Oak, Chalet, white
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Enjoy the fascinating characteristics and longevity of solid 

oak planks – an exclusive, Zen-inspired ambience of warmth 

and tranquillity.

Solid oak plank is 20 mm thick and is produced in widths of 

137 mm, 162 mm and 187 mm. Choose between five different 

surfaces, each with a deeply textured aged or rustic charm 

for that casual comfort. You may also create your own floor 

by combining various widths and mixes of, for example, 

Antique and Historical. BOEN solid planks are finished 

with NaturalPlus and dried in the air. This way, they are 

perfectly protected and the natural character of the wood 

is maintained.

my dreams solid planks

Oak Traditional, solid plank
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Oak Traditional white, solid plank
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Eight attractive surfaces – it‘s your choice

TradiTional

The classic variant. Simple and rustic with filled knots.

anTique

Thanks to the stained surface the board exudes the 

charm of naturally matured wood.

HisTorical

As rustic as a board flooring aged a century long. The 

knots are replaced manually by oak plugs of irregular 

shape. The surface is antique stained. 

sTonewasHed old grey

The expressive grain of the oak boards is emphasized by 

oiling with a clear shade of colour. It is particularly striking 

due to the brushed surface.

TradiTional wHiTe

This rustic plank contains a pale white pigment for a 

more subdued overall effect.

Oak Historical, solid plank
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oak HigHland

Partially filled knots lend this plank a naturally aged 

look. Its spectrum of colours ranges from light grey 

to sandy shades.

oak yellowsTone

These planks have a warm sandy natural tone. The knots 

are natural and partially filled.

Oak Antique, solid plank

oak Tobacco

Oak Tobacco is stained with a rich smoky colour. This 

vintage character is additionally enhanced by only 

partially filled knots.
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Oak Stonewashed Old grey, Chalet
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Oak Traditional white, Chaletino

my dreams
impressions

Maple Can. Nature, Prestige, herringbone

Oak Traditional, Chalet

A My Dreams floor is easily recognized 

by its informality and exotic and 

exclusive quality. Stonewashed is at its 

best when combined with dark, robust 

furniture. Baskets, stones and braided 

materials also complement this range. 

We recommend the use of mellow 

colours, possibly with a touch of 

sophisticated and subdued pastels. 

And well-sourced lighting will add

to the ambience.

Oak Coral, Chalet
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every room has a dream.
sailing deep blue atmosphere 
urban maritime detail 
excitement freedom
style dream world 

 70



maritime world
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maritime world

Inspired by the romantic adventures of 

sailing ships and the open sea, BOEN 

ships design gives your room a warm and 

exclusive maritime feeling – freedom on 

your very doorstep.

The BOEN Maritime World Collection:  

| Oak ShipsDeck and DesignDeck

| Jatoba ShipsDeck and DesignDeck

| Option: with aluminium seam
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Oak Noir, plank with aluminium seams
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Oak, ShipsDeck with dark seams
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ShipsDeck

BOEN ShipsDeck is manufactured 

with wooden nails and dark or light 

seams to enhance the maritime look 

and spirit. The dark seams are made 

from smoked oak, which preserves the 

dark colour.

DesignDeck

BOEN DesignDeck has seams, but no 

wooden nails. You may also design 

your own floor by combining other 

BOEN plank wood types with compa-

tible aluminium seams.

maritime worLd
impressions

Oak, ShipsDeck with dark seams

Oak Noir, plank with aluminium seams

Jatoba, ShipsDeck with light seams
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Protect-Ultra – sealed floorings

Protect-Ultra is a very hard-wearing and extremely 

scratch resistant lacquer, available in a silk matt finish. 

Protect-Ultra is free from solvents and formaldehyde and 

guarantees a clear, unclouded finish on the natural surface 

of the wood. We offer a comprehensive maintenance 

system with a parquet refresher and parquet polish and 

cleaners.

Matt lacquered

The effect of matt lacquer resembles an oiled floor. 

Matt lacquer provides the same hard-wearing surface as 

Protect-Ultra, but with less shine – a natural look combined 

with the advantages of a scratch resistant seal. Bona Polish 

Matt should be used to maintain this finish.

Ecoline – oiled floorings

Ecoline is an oil that is cured by UV light. The oil con-

tains sunflower oil, soya oil, carnauba wax and bees wax to 

give a gleaming silk matt surface. It is free from emission 

substances and is therefore particularly suitable for people 

who suffer from allergies from bio-hygienic properties 

as provided for in Norway’s RAL-GR 430 regulations. It is 

certified by the ECO, Institut für Ökologie in Cologne. 

Natural Oil – oiled floorings

These floorings are finished at our factory using 

naturally hardening oxidative oil. Natural Oil accentuates 

the character of the wood, providing a natural feel of the 

parquet surface and is free from biocide active substances 

and conditioners. Osmo Oil or an equivalent product should 

be used for maintenance.

surface treatments
Boen places considerable emphasis on protecting the environment
during all phases of production. neither lacquer nor oil emit gases
which are harmful to humans or to the environment. Boen offers its
customers a wide range of surface finishes.

Surfaces Prestige, Traffic, Maxi:
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NaturalPlus – the ultimate natural oil

NaturalPlus is the innovative new development from 

BOEN. Deep penetration of the natural oil into the 

wood is ensured by two-time application of the na-

tural oil on a custom-made production line. The wood 

pores are saturated, and drying takes place completely 

naturally in the open air during a process known as the 

Plus-Air Process. This produces one of the best and 

most wear-resistant natural oil surfaces in the market.

NaturalPlus – breathable and ready-to-use!

Natural oils, such as sunflower, thistle or soya bean 

oil as well as naturally occurring waxes (carnauba, 

candelilla) are the components of this precious oil.

The benefits of NaturalPlus at a glance:

± Ready-to-use – immediate use of the parquet floor 

 after installation!

± Extremely good protection properties against liquids

 – superior compared to competitive products!

± Completely natural ingredients – no emissions!

± Improved UV stability!
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Staining

Dark stained parquet floorings are a very attractive

alternative to exotic woods. In the light stained product

the wood grain is smoother and thus generates an even-

surface look. Stained products are normally lacquered

with Protect-Ultra silk matt or matt lacquer.

White pigment

White pigmentation is used to tone down the coloration

in the wood and create a modern appearance. BOEN mainly 

uses matt lacquer combined with white pigmentation. 

Bona “Polish Matt” should be used for the maintenance of 

white pigmented matt lacquer surfaces.

Smoked and steamed

By smoking the parquet boards a particularly warm shade 

of colour is generated. With the addition of staining or 

oiling, we are able to offer a large range of natural colours, 

such as those in our Stonewashed Collection. By slightly 

brushing the wood, the colour becomes more ingrained.

Brushing of the wood

Brushing the wood surface is used together with staining 

to enhance its structure. The surface can be either lacquered 

or oiled using clear or coloured oil, as is seen in the Stone-

washed Collection. The original character of the wood is 

accentuated and the year rings are emphasized.

something special – 
stained surfaces
BOEN has developed colours to suit various
interior designs. To meet the demand for lighter 
and darker shades, BOEN offers a range of
stained products in which oak and ash are the 
main types of wood used.

Antique look

BOEN offers a range of solid and engineered plank with

an Antique look. Behind these products lies a unique 

combination of craftsmanship and selected raw materials. 

The surface treatment is a mix of light brushing, staining, 

sanding and coloured oil.

Oak Stonewashed, plank
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Oak Provence, longstrip Oak, plank Castle, white, with bevel

Oak Noir, plankOak Alamo, plank

Oak Lava, plank, Stonewashed Collection Ash Polar, plank
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For day-to-day cleaning it is enough to remove dust and dirt 

with a mop, broom or vacuum cleaner. 

If it is necessary to wipe the floor, use the appropriate 

cleaning product for the type of flooring. Never pour 

water onto your parquet floor as the wood might swell 

and damage the floor. With regular use a cleaning agent 

acts as a natural moisturizing agent and the floor 

surface will become more resistant to soiling and the 

appearance of wear. 

The cleaning products are adapted to the various

surface treatments. As a general rule lacquered floors 

should be cleaned with synthetic cleaner (with no grease 

content) whereas oiled floors should be cleaned with soap

(containing grease). 

Our maintenance products for both lacquered and oiled 

floors are of the highest quality.

For more information about BOEN surfaces see www.boen.com

cleaning and 
maintenance
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boen floor studio

BOEN Floor Studio

Visit our virtual showroom www.boen.com

and see our floors in various settings.
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the structure 
of boen parquet
hardwood is a living substance. as wood is a hygroscopic
and natural product, it assimilates and emits water.
it must adapt its internal moisture content to the relative
humidity of its environment.

On the long side of the board, BOEN 
uses the regular Clic system

BOEN X-press: When 
pressing down on
the board, the flexible 
tongue will lock and
make the “single action” 
movement possible

TOP LAYER

More than 13 high-quality types of 

wood and numerous surface treat-

ments are available.

MIDDLE LAYER

Carefully selected strips made of 

spruce, with standing or half-stan-

ding year rings offer high dimensional 

stability.

BOTTOM LAYER

The underlay of spruce veneer is 

manufactured from one piece and 

allows stable back pull.

Guaranteed stability

BOEN X-press – the rapid locking technology

Take advantage of the BOEN X-press locking

system on the short ends of the boards

of all BOEN Clic products.

± A quicker and easier way to install

 single boards without tools

± Significantly reduces installation time

± The clear Clic sound lets you know

 when installation is complete

± Also suitable for full-surface gluing

 onto the sub-floor
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the structure 
of boen parquet

BOEN gives its
word with a 20-year 
guarantee.

Low relative humidity

This diagram shows how solid wood shrinks if the relative 

humidity is low or the sub-floor is damp. The solid non-

stabilized plank will shrink in a concave fashion. If the wood 

dries and becomes damp again, the joins will fail to return 

to their original form as the wood’s flexibility is constantly 

deteriorating.

High relative humidity

This diagram shows how solid wood expands if the 

relative humidity is high. The wood expands in a convex 

way and the pressure on the joins is noticeable. Even 

when solid wood boards dry, they never return to their 

original form.

Wood exists with its surroundings

Our aim in developing our parquet floors is to reduce the 

hygroscopic forces and the movement of the wood to a 

minimum. We cannot eliminate those effects completely, 

but we can reduce them to a minimum. How do we 

achieve this?

The precisely engineered three-layer structure of our 

parquet planks – made up of an underlay, intermediate 

middle layer and the surface layer of finest quality 

wood – cancels out the natural effects by draw and 

counterdraw. The carefully selected planks will consi-

derably reduce swelling and contraction. BOEN stable 

parquet floorings will last for generations.
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Underfloor heating 

BOEN hardwood flooring is an ideal floor covering to place 

above underfloor heating systems.

A properly functioning underfloor heating system – hot 

water or electrical – results in optimal thermal distribution 

throughout the area to be heated, giving maximum 

comfort. It is therefore necessary for the floor covering to 

have efficient thermal conductivity – i.e. low resistance

to heat transmission. A glued down floor allows greater 

heat transference than does a floating system.

 

underfloor heating 
and installation techniques
glued, nailed or floating? parquet can be installed on most 
types of flooring. problems such as uneven sub-flooring, 
moisture, sound proofing etc., can be resolved with the help 
of technical expertise from Boen’s sales and service team.

The underfloor heating system must be regulated to 

ensure a maximum effect of 60W/m2 with a sub-floor 

surface temperature not exceeding 27ºC (83ºF), with a 

room temperature of 20–22ºC (68–72ºF). Relative humidity 

should be maintained between 30–60%. Heat must be 

evenly distributed under the hardwood flooring. Carpets 

with an insulating effect must not be used on the floor as 

this accumulates heat.

 

Underfloor heating systems often result in slightly more 

movement in hardwood flooring, and the formation of 

some cracks while heating is being used must be expected 

if moisture is not supplied to the surrounding air.

Floor heating 
in formwork 
size between joints

Floating floor with 
heating pipes in heat 
distribution sheets
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Installation for the various options

Laying a floating floor is the most common method used in 

private houses and flats, although nailing or gluing the floor 

to the sub-floor are good alternatives. In public buildings we 

recommend gluing the floor to the sub-floor.

FLOATING INSTALLATION: ADVANTAGES

± Most common method in private houses and flats

± Quick and easy to install

± Easier to insulate against sound transmission

 by impact

± Can be installed on most types of self-supporting   

 sub-floor

± Easier to insulate against damp from the sub-floor

Suitable BOEN products for floating installation:

e.g. all BOEN X-press Clic floorings

GLUED DOWN: ADVANTAGES

± Recommended for use in public buildings

 with heavy traffic

± A good solution also in private houses and flats

± The floor is very stable

± Good acoustics in the room

± Tolerates greater fluctuation in climate

± Can be installed in large areas, and continuously

 between rooms, without having to be divided up

Suitable BOEN floorings for the glued-down method: 

14 mm BOEN X-press Clic and tongue/ groove, 20 mm 

Chalet and Chaletino, solid planks, Prestige, Traffic, Noble, 

Strongline

NAILED DOWN: ADVANTAGES

± To be used for self-supporting floors which

 are installed on sleepers

± The floor is very stable

± Saves on sub-floor

± Can be installed continuously between rooms

± Walls can be mounted onto the floor

Suitable BOEN floorings for the nailed-down method: 

20 mm Chalet and Chaletino, 23 mm longstrip, 21 mm 

Strongline, solid planks
For more information please see www.boen.com

Multi-layer parquet, 
parquet underlay 
with moisture barrier, 
EPS sheet, layer of concrete 

Engineered hardwood, 
thickness 23 mm, 
nailed on battens

Patterned parquet, 
MS-Polymer adhesive, 
layer of concrete
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When installing a floating floor, it is important to use 

correct underlay mat. The density in the underlay mat is 

essential especially when installing Clic solutions (glue-

free tongue/ groove solutions). If the floor shall be glued 

to the sub-floor, BOEN has the correct solution for priming 

and gluing be it wood – or concrete sub-floor.

perfection to the last detail. only the appropriate
accessory and the correct cleaning and care will make 
your parquet flooring perfect.

accessories

A beautiful and functional parquet floor will only be 

optimal with the correct accessories to ensure correct 

installation as well as top finish. BOEN offers parquet 

underlayment, correct installation tools and a full range 

of various skirting, mouldings and stair nosing. BOEN 

also offers cleaning and maintenance products for the 

daily care of the floor.
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Adhesive And Compound
Compound, screed, parquet adhesive 
and parquet glue

undeRLAY sYstems
For floating installation

instALLAtion equipment
Assembly tool and tapping blocks

skiRting BoARds
skirting boards made from Boen 
parquet, solid wood, veneered, 
traditional german profiled

BAseBoARds 
Baseboard, endpieces and 
corner pieces, aluminium

RAdiAtoR CoLLARs
solid wood 
(maple, Beech, oak, doussie, merbau)

deCoRAtive seAms
For 10 mm parquet
For 14 mm, made of aluminium

pRestige squARes
For the laying of 10 mm one-strip
(Ash, maple Can., Beech, 
iroko/ kambala, merbau)

pRoFiLes
Aluminium

FoR smALL RepAiRs
professional repair kit 
for parquet

CARe pRoduCts
For sealed and oiled 
parquet floorings

stAiR nosings
For 10, 14 and 20 mm, stair edge 
nosings made of Boen parquet floorings
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boen formats 88

PresTige/ Traffic

Dimensions:
Prestige: 10 x 68 x 476/ 590 mm
Traffic: 11,5 x 68 x 476/ 590 mm

Tongue/ groove

Fields of application
For installation of designs and
patterns. With a top layer of approx.
5,5 mm Traffic is particularly appropri-
ate to be used in highfrequented
areas. Including left and right strips.

Types of installation
Gluing directly on the sub-floor.

Floor heating systems
Prestige/ Traffic: very well suitable.

Performance classification *
Prestige: 1-2/ Traffic: 3

Fire protection classification
Prestige: Protect-Ultra: Cfl-s1 (except
Red Oak, Oak Marron, Oak Noir)
other surfaces: Dfl-s1
Traffic: Oak: Cfl-s1
other types of wood: Dfl-s1

Top layer Prestige: ca. 3,5 mm

Top layer Traffic: ca. 5,5 mm

Prestige, Maxi

Traffic

23 mm

21 mm

Massiv

14 mm Clic

Castle 209

Chalet

15 mm Not/Fjær

Prestige, Maxi

Traffic

23 mm

21 mm

Massiv

14 mm Clic

Castle 209

Chalet

15 mm Not/Fjær

Maxi

Dimensions:
10 x 92 x 790/ 1190 mm

Tongue/ groove

Fields of application
Classic 1-strip product of outstanding
dimensions. This format is longer and
wider than common 1-strip products. 
The model with its exclusive effects 
is excellently appropriate for large 
floor surfaces. Only left strips.

Types of installation
Gluing directly on the sub-floor.

Floor heating systems
Very well suitable.

Performance classification *
1 - 2

Fire protection classification
Protect-Ultra:
Cfl-s1 (except Oak Noir)
other surfaces: Dfl-s1

Top layer: ca. 3,5 mm

Prestige, Maxi

Traffic

23 mm

21 mm

Massiv

14 mm Clic

Castle 209

Chalet

15 mm Not/Fjær

noble

Dimensions:
10 x 138 x 2200 mm

Tongue/ groove

Fields of application
The 2-layer plank is perfect for 
renovation purposes. The attractive 
plank format fits very well to big 
rooms. With bevel on the longitudinal 
sides (2V).

Types of installation
Gluing directly on the sub-floor.

Floor heating systems
Very well suitable.

Performance classification *
1 - 2

Fire protection classification
Dfl-s1 

Top layer: ca. 2,8 mm

Prestige, Maxi

Traffic

23 mm

21 mm

Massiv

14 mm Clic

Castle 209

Chalet

15 mm Not/Fjær
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longsTriP 3-sTriP 

Dimensions:
14 x 209 x 2200 mm

BOEN X-press

Fields of application
The classic among the parquet
floorings. For a lively and diverse
appearance. Well appropriate for
lots of room situations.

Types of installation
For the quick and easy floating
installation without glue.

Floor heating systems
Well suitable to very
well suitable.

Performance classification *
1 - 2

Fire protection classification
Dfl-s1

Top layer: ca. 3,5 mm

Prestige, Maxi

Traffic

23 mm

21 mm

Massiv

14 mm Clic

Castle 209

Chalet

15 mm Not/Fjær

longsTriP
sTrongline 21 mm

Dimensions:
21 x 139 x 2200 mm

Tongue/ groove

Fields of application
Our strong longstrip with approx.
5,5 mm top layer, designed for public
areas in high-frequented rooms
(restaurants, hotels, exhibition rooms,
etc.)

Types of installation
With tongue and groove connection 
for direct gluing on the sub-floor or 
nailed/ screwed.

Floor heating systems
Well suitable.

Performance classification *
3

Fire protection classification
Oak: Cfl-s1
other types of wood: Dfl-s1

Top layer: ca. 5,5 mm

Prestige, Maxi

Traffic

23 mm

21 mm

Massiv

14 mm Clic

Castle 209

Chalet

15 mm Not/Fjær

Prestige, Maxi

Traffic

23 mm

21 mm

Massiv

14 mm Clic

Castle 209

Chalet

15 mm Not/Fjær

Prestige, Maxi

Traffic

23 mm

21 mm

Massiv

14 mm Clic

Castle 209

Chalet

15 mm Not/Fjær

Plank, 
sHiPsdeck  

Dimensions:
Clic 14 x 138 x 2200 mm
Tongue/ groove 14 x 139 x 2200 mm

BOEN X-press and tongue/ groove

Fields of application
Our classic plank boards of optimum
width and length ratios for an
attractive look of the room over the
whole surface. Optionally with bevel.

Types of installation
For rapid and easy floating installation
completely without glue as clic board
or with proven tongue and groove
connection for gluing on the sub-floor.

Floor heating systems
Well suitable to very
well suitable.

Performance classification *
1 - 2

Fire protection classification
Dfl-s1

Top layer: ca. 3,5 mm



Prestige, Maxi

Traffic

23 mm

21 mm

Massiv

14 mm Clic

Castle 209

Chalet

15 mm Not/Fjær

Prestige, Maxi

Traffic

23 mm

21 mm

Massiv

14 mm Clic

Castle 209

Chalet

15 mm Not/Fjær

solid floors

Dimensions:
20 x 137, 162 or 187 x 800 - 2220 mm

Tongue/ groove

Fields of application
Solid floors are fascinating by their
original character and by their
durability. They create a warm, lively
and high-quality room feeling.
Bevel on all four sides (4V).

Types of installation
With tongue and groove connection 
for direct gluing on the sub-floor or 
nailed/ screwed.

Floor heating systems
Suitable up to 137 mm.

Performance classification *
3

Fire protection classification
Cfl-s1

Prestige, Maxi

Traffic

23 mm

21 mm

Massiv

14 mm Clic

Castle 209

Chalet

15 mm Not/Fjær

casTle Plank

Dimensions:
Clic and 
tongue/ groove 14 x 209 x 2200 mm

boen x-press and tongue/ groove

Fields of application
Plank boards with an exceptional 
width for particularly spacious room 
effects. Micro bevel on the longitudi-
nal side.

Types of installation
For rapid and easy floating installation 
completely without glue as clic board 
or with proven tongue and groove
connection for gluing on the sub-floor.

Floor heating systems
Well suitable to very well 
suitable.

Performance classification*
1 - 2

Fire protection classification
Dfl-s1

Top layer: ca. 3,5 mm

cHaleT/ cHaleTino

Dimensions:
Chaletino: 20 x 300 x 2750 mm
Chalet: 20 x 200/250/300/350/395 x 
2000 - 4000 mm

Tongue/ groove

Fields of application
With extraordinary formats these 
boards are very well appropriate to 
noble rooms. With bevel on all four 
sides (4V).

Types of installation
With tongue and groove connection 
for direct gluing on the sub-floor or 
nailed/ screwed.

Floor heating systems
Well suitable.

Performance classification*
2 - 3

Fire protection classification
Dfl-s1

Top layer: ca. 4,5 mm
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*BOEN performance classifications:
Depending on the field of application of our 
parquet floorings it is subject to different stress 
and wear. The Brinell hardness of the wood, the 
width of the boards, the structure, the thickness 
of the top layer as well as the surface treatment 
(sealing or oil treatment) are significant for the 
stability and durability of your flooring.

Performance classification 1 = normal
Hardwood floors in living areas subject 
to normal usage. Exception: Wet areas 
and entrance areas.
Performance classification 2 = medium
Hardwood floors in living areas, in adminis-
tration, meeting and conference areas, 
kindergartens, consulting rooms etc.
subject to average usage.

Performance classification 3 = heavy
Hardwood floors in heavily frequented areas
such as shops, restaurants, entrance areas,
schools, conference halls, dance halls, etc. 
2V bevel:
Bevel on longitudinal side of the board 
(total of 2 on one board).
4V bevel:
Bevel on all 4 sides of the board.

Our formats:

1  Prestige square 68 x 68 mm

2 Prestige 68 x 476 mm

3 Prestige 68 x 590 mm

4 Maxi 92 x 790 mm 

5 Maxi 92 x 1190 mm

6 Longstrip 3-strip 209 x 2200 mm

7 Strongline 21 mm, 139 x 2200 mm

8 Plank 138/ 139 x 2200 mm

 Solid plank 137 (& 162/ 187 mm) x 2220 mm

 Noble 138 x 2200 mm

9  Plank Castle 209 x 2200 mm 

10 Chaletino 300 x 2750 mm 

11 Chalet 200 - 395 mm width, 2000 - 4000 mm length

10
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Calm = Consistent growth; free of 

knots; standing or half-standing 

yearrings.

Living = Natural grading with small 

to medium knots; a limited spectrum 

of colours due to sapwood and 

heartwood.

Rustic = Structure and vivid growth; 

larger knots and sapwood; a rich 

spectrum of colours.

Wood is a natural product. Some types of wood – beech,
for example – have a relatively calm grain. Others, like oak,
are rich in structure, with a spectrum of calm to rustic.
Please choose from the wide selection.

Adagio, Select

Andante, Nature, Special

Basic, Concerto, Contract, Finale

Animoso, Bellevue, Country, Forte, Rustic

Allegro, Baltic, Traditional

Canyon, Vivo
 

 Calm Living Rustic  

     

boen gradings

caLm Living rustic
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93types of wood

nordic 
light

Beech white  Bs 34mapLe can. Bs 35

ash  Bs 35

mapLe can. white Bs 35

oak white  Bs 34Birch  Bs 29

ash white Bs 35

ash poLar  Bs 35

hickory  Bs 41

Beech  Bs 34

red oak  Bs 31

oak  Bs 34

doussie  Bs 41

oak toscana  Bs 34

BLack cherry Bs 30

natural 
feeling

Bs = Brinell scale
(hardness Brinell: measured in n/mm2)

maritime 
world

oak shipsdeck  Bs 34oak designdeck  Bs 34 JatoBa shipsdeck Bs 43JatoBa designdeck  Bs 43
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types of wood

beautiful 
shades

Bs = Brinell scale
(hardness Brinell: measured in n/mm2)

oak provence Bs 34

oak cordoBa Bs 34

oak arizona  Bs 34

oak marron Bs 34 oak noir  Bs 34

waLnut americ.  Bs 26JatoBa  Bs 43

oak smoked Bs 34

merBau  Bs 43iroko/ kamBaLa  Bs 32

my dreams
solid plank
oak traditional white  Bs 34

solid plank
oak yellowstone Bs 34

solid plank
oak antique Bs 34

solid plank
oak tobacco Bs 34

solid plank
oak traditional Bs 34

solid plank
oak historical Bs 34

solid plank
oak stonew. old grey  Bs 34

solid plank
oak highland Bs 34
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chalet/ chaletino
oak coral Bs 34

chalet/ chaletino
oak antique   Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak alamo   Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak amber Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak coral Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak ivory Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak moon Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak graphite Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak stone Bs 34

chalet/ chaletino
oak traditional white   Bs 34

chalet/ chaletino
oak traditional Bs 34

chalet/ chaletino
oak pearl   Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak barrel Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak old grey Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak pearl Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak sand Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak lava Bs 34

stonewashed collection
oak shadow Bs 34

chalet/ chaletino
oak stonew. old grey    Bs 34

chalet/ chaletino
oak sand   Bs 34

castle
oak Bs 34

castle
oak white Bs 34

castle
oak smoked Bs 34

chalet/ chaletino
oak chocolate Bs 34
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scandinaVia
BOEN Bruk AS. 4658 Tveit, Norway
Tel: +47 38 06 66 00 www.boen.no

cenTral and souTHern euroPe,
Middle easT, easT asia, africa
BOEN Parkett Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG
Industriestraße 41, 23879 Mölln, Germany
Tel: +49 4542 8003 0 www.boen.de

easTern euroPe, cenTral asia
BOEN Lietuva. Ilgio Street 5, 21412 Kietaviskés,
Elektrénu sav. Lithuania, Tel: +370 686 551 55
www.boen.lt

uk, norTH & souTH ireland, gibralTar
BOEN UK Ltd. Elgar House, Green Street, 
Kidderminster, Worcestershire DY101, UK
Phone: +44 1562 756290
www.boen.co.uk

usa, canada, aMericas
BOEN Hardwood Flooring Inc. 350 Hollie Drive,
Bowles Ind. Park, Martinsville, VA. 24112, USA
Tel: +1 276 638 3700 www.boen.com

the art of hardwood flooring
www.boen.com
international


